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Abstract. This paper presents a new type of flying robot dedicated to
grasping and manipulation of large size objects. The system can be ba-
sically presented as an aerial hand with four fingers actuated by four
quadrotors whose arrangement permits the manipulation of the grasped
object in the space. Each finger has two phalanges and is underactuated
in order to adapt itself to the object size and shape. The opening/closing
motion of each finger is actuated by the yaw motion of each quadrotor
and transmitted through a non-backdrivable mechanism in order to en-
able the system to produce form-closed grasps. This stability criteria
yields to secured grasps which do not rely on the capability of actuators
nor on the contact friction between the phalanges and the object, and
furthermore do not require any additional energy for gripping during
the flight. The present paper gives guidelines to optimize the geomet-
ric parameters of a planar aerial robot in order to maximize the robot’s
manipulability and its capability to produce form-closed grasps.
Keywords: Flying robot, grasping, manipulation, underactuated sys-
tem, optimization, manipulability
1 Introduction
Researchers communities have shown an increasing interest in new uses of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), especially for interactions with the environment.
Recent works have been devoted to drones able to grasp objects: [14,9,11,10] in-
troduced UAVs under which a gripper was mounted. A drawback of this kind of
solution is that it allows for very low dexterity during the manipulation process.
Further works explored solutions where a serial manipulator, equipped with a
gripper, is attached to a UAV [13,4]. However, such robots present a low payload
and a reduced energy autonomy due to respectively the weight and the energy
consumption of the embedded serial manipulator.
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(a) Global view of the
manipulator
(b) Kinematic chain of each finger
Fig. 1: Flying manipulator presentation
To overcome those limitations, other works have explored the collaboration
of several drones associated with cables [3,8] or with rigid bodies [7,12]. However,
these solutions have been designed for manipulation tasks and not for grasping.
[2] proposed a system named “the flying hand” which is basically a fleet of
drones coming into contact with an object in order to manipulate it, each drone
being considered as a finger. However, this system can not ensure the security
of the grasp since it requires a very precise and robust control of each drone
to continuously exert a force by each finger on the object, and the stability
depends on contact friction between fingers and the object which can change
with humidity for example.
In the present paper, we introduce a new aerial mechanism devoted to grasp-
ing and manipulation. This mechanism is basically an aerial hand in which the
motors for closing the fingers have been replaced by drones. Fingers are un-
deractuated so that it can automatically adapt to the object shape and size
without adding actuators which burden the structure, decrease energetic auton-
omy and require complex control algorithms [1]. Our new flying manipulator
ensures grasp stability, thanks to the use of non-backdrivable mechanisms which
permit to achieve form-closure grasps [5]. Form-closure does not rely on friction
forces and thus, requires no energy for the gripping task during the flight. In
what follows, we introduce the robot architecture and its optimal design.
2 Presentation of the robot architecture
The robot is composed of a frame, four quadrotors and four two-phalanx planar
fingers. In the proposed solution, all finger plane-of-motions are parallel (Fig. 1a).
A four-bar mechanism (Fig. 2) is used to underactuate the fingers so that they
can automatically adapt to the shape and size of the object and be less sensitive
to positioning errors of the robot relative to the object to grasp. In Fig. 2(a),
the finger is in its initial configuration and behaves as a rigid body. The bar
(1) rotates until the proximal phalanx (3) comes into contact with the object
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Fig. 2: Closing sequence of a two-phalanx finger with a four-bar linkage trans-
mission [1] (actuation bar in orange).
(Fig. 2(b)). The second phalanx (4) begins its rotation as soon as the torque
produced by the actuation bar gets larger than the torque exerted by the spring,
until it finally reaches the object (Fig. 2(c)).
The opening/closing motion of each finger is driven by the bar (1) which
is actuated by a quadrotor linked to the frame by a revolute joint (Fig. 1b).
This degree of freedom enables the drone to use its yaw motion to drive a non-
backdrivable worm-gear mechanism whose pulley is fixed to the actuation bar of
the finger. As mentionned in [5], a two-finger planar gripper requires at least two
unilateral mechanisms to produce 1st-order form-closed grasps of a cylindrical
object in the plane (rotation of the object is not considered). Worm-gears are
chosen with opposite hand (left and right) so that drones must turn in the
opposite direction to close fingers during the grasping process. The resulting
torque exerted on the frame along the vertical axis is null.
Since a quadrotor is underactuated (four propellers operate in a six-dimensional
space), we introduce a tilting angle between both quadrotors in order to obtain
a fully actuated mechanism in the plane. This allows the full manipulation of
the grasped object in a vertical plane (Fig. 3a).
3 Optimization of the manipulability
In this section, we consider a planar manipulator actuated by two drones as
presented in Fig. 3a and we optimize the position and orientation of drones with
respect to the frame in order to maximize its capacity to manipulate an object in
the plane. The aim of this study is to ensure that drones are able to exert forces
on the frame along both directions of the plane. In our case, rotational motion
is not needed, however, the manipulator must resist to disturbance torque about
the orthogonal axis. The grasped object is supposed to be fixed relatively to the
frame.
In [6], the author introduces a force performance index: the maximum isotropic
operational force, namely the maximal force the manipulator can exert in any di-
rection of its operational space. It consists in computing the radius of the largest
circle included in the convex hull of admissible operational forces. This latter is
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(a) Geometric parameters and forces
of the manipulator
(b) Admissible operational force space
for the optimal case
Fig. 3: Manipulability study
obtained by mapping the admissible actuator space in the operational space by
using the expressions given in [6].
The admissible actuator space represents all realistic combinations of actu-
ator forces. For the sake of simplicity, the four propellers of a quadrotor are
modeled with two forces. The admissible actuator space is thus a 4-dimensional
cube whose boundaries are defined by Fmin < Fi < Fmax, i ∈ {1, ..., 4} derived
from the propellers capabilities. Considering that each propeller can deliver a
maximal thrust force of 5N, we obtain 0 < Fi < 10 N, the admissible opera-
tional force convex hull represented in Fig. 3b can thus be obtained by using the
expressions given in [6].
Our force performance index is r, the radius of the largest circle included in
the three polygons defined by the intersection of the operational force space with
the three planes defined by Mz = −1 Nm, Mz = 0 Nm and Mz = 1 Nm (chosen
as limit values for the maximal accepted disturbance torque; see in Fig. 3b the
convex hull obtained when using parameters of Tab. 1). Taking into account
the gravity field of norm g, the circle is centered on (Fx, Fy) = (0,m g), with
m = 2.5 kg the weight of the system {quadrotors + gripper + object}.
The geometrical parameters of the manipulator’s frame are α (characterizing
the orientation of the propellers), h (the distance to the object center) and d
(the distance between the two quadrotors) (Fig. 3a). α and h are the parameters
to optimize. d = 770 mm is an input parameter set to, what authors consider,
the minimal distance between the quadrotors in order to avoid aerodynamic
disturbance.
The optimization process consists in varying α and h in a large interval
(with small increments for high precision). For each couple of parameters, the
performance index is calculated and we thus obtain the graphic presented in
Fig. 4. Note that the operational forces are calculated at the object gravity
center G, for a 300 mm radius cylindrical object. The best couple of design
parameters based on the study of the Fig. 4 is specified in Tab. 1, with minimal
h so as to reduce the mass of the manipulator. It leads to a force capacity of
Fx = Fy = ±4.84 N for manipulating the aerial robot.
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Fig. 4: Graphic resulting from
the manipulability optimization
Input parameters Results
r [mm] m [kg] d [mm] α [◦] h [mm]
170 2.5 770 28 660
Table 1: Optimization for manipulability:
parameters and results
4 Form-closure optimization
Even if underactuated hands permit to produce enveloping grasp that should
be, a priori, more robust than a two-contact grasp, in some configurations, such
underactuated hands exhibit aberrant behavior leading to the ejection of the
object [1]. To avoid this phenomenon, it is necessary to optimize the geometry
of the gripper at the design stage.
In [5], the authors present a method to analyze the form-closure of an under-
actuated grasp. This type of stability is a purely geometrical property and thus,
does not depend on actuators capability, friction forces, nor on the magnitude
of external disturbances. Form-closure is thus an ideal property to attain with a
flying gripper since it guarantees that the object will not fall.
4.1 Form-closure analysis
In [5], form-closure is reformulated for underactuated grasps as follows: “A grasp
is said to be form-closed if, and only if, for any variation of the configuration
of the grasp at least one of the unilateral kinematic constraints is violated.” A
1st-order modeling of the relations between the configuration of the grasp and
the unilateral kinematic constraints is given by matrix M defined as:
q˙c = Mw˙ where M =
 P −J0 K[
0 1
]
0
 (1)
with:
– q˙c is the unilateral constraints vector, including the contact constraints (be-
tween the object, the four phalanges and the palm) and the unilateral con-
straints imposed by worm-gear mechanisms. Each component of this vector
has to be positive or null otherwise the corresponding constraint is violated.
– w˙ = [u˙T , θ˙
T
]T with u˙ the vector of operational velocities of the object and
θ˙ the vector of joint velocities of the hand,
– P is the projection matrix, J the hand Jacobian matrix and K the uni-
directional mechanisms constraints matrix. Their expressions are given in
[5].
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(a) δx = 0mm,
form-closed
(b) δx = 83mm, not
form-closed
(c) Influence of 3 geometric
parameters: a, b, l1 + l2
Fig. 5: Form-closure evolution.
Fig. 6: Model of the manipulator parameters
The method presented in [5] is based on the study of the convex hull of matrix
M. A grasp is first-order form-closed if and only if conv(M) strictly contains the
origin of the configuration space of the grasp. Using this method shows us that
form-closure depends on the position of the grasped object as depicted in Fig. 5a
and Fig. 5b. In the same manner, form-closure also depends on the geometric
parameters of the fingers depicted in Fig. 5c.
4.2 Optimization method
Since form-closure is solely a qualitative property, we introduce a quantitative
performance index which characterizes the grasp robustness. This index corre-
sponds to the maximum offset of the object’s position δx for which the grasp is
form-closed (Fig. 6). It allows the system to overcome UAVs positioning errors.
Here, the pulley position is an input value deduced from the optimization
made in Sec. 3. Concerning the grasped object, we consider two circles with dif-
ferent diameters (200 mm and 300 mm). The parameters to optimize completely
define the geometry of the gripper. They are presented in Fig. 6.
In order to find the best values of these design parameters, we define a large
range of values for each of them and test all potential combinations. For each set
of parameters, δx is increased incrementally from 0 to a maximum value δxmax
that still guarantees form-closure of the grasp. The following design constraints
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Fig. 7: Prototype made in plywood
must be verified: no collision between distal phalanges, no collision between
the actuating bar and the quadrotors and that the bars b1 and c1 should not
be parallel in order to avoid singular configurations (Fig. 6). The best set of
parameters is thus the one for which δxmax is maximum. Final results are shown
in Tab. 2.
Parameters a[mm] b[mm] l1[mm] l2[mm] a1[mm]c1[mm] b1[mm] ψ[
◦] δxmax[mm]
Optimal
values
240 150 536 214 624 80 530 55 65
Table 2: Result of form-closure optimization
A first prototype of the planar mechanism has been realized in 5 mm poplar
plywood with a laser-cutting machine (Trotec Speedy 300) (Fig. 7). The finger’s
weight is about 1 kg and should be further reduced in order to increase the
payload. This prototype is a first step before machining a 3D manipulator and
it will be used to test grasp planning and control algorithms.
5 Conclusion and future work
This paper presents a new flying manipulator equipped with four underactuated
fingers and actuated by four quadrotors. An optimization method is proposed
to determine the position and orientation of quadrotors for a two-finger pla-
nar mechanism in order to maximize its manipulability. A second optimization
method is introduced to determine the geometric parameters of the underactu-
ated finger, so as to maximize the capability of the gripper to produce first-order
form-closed grasps and its robustness to positioning error of the UAV relative to
the object. A first prototype of a planar mechanism was then presented.
Further works will consist in modeling the dynamics of the system and con-
trolling it during the successive flying tasks (before contacting the object, while
grasping and manipulation in free space). A study on the grasp planning for
different shapes of object is contemplated too.
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